
Lots of the children that we sponsor at Secondary Schools have been visiting, 
with all sorts of needs—from exercise books to paraffin so they can study at 
night. There’s been lots of re-organisation in the schools, causing an administra-
tive nightmare, but we’ve now sorted the changes, paid school & exam fees and 
bought uniforms. We’re delighted that 5 of our Form 4’s last year passed their 
MSCE (equal to good GCSE passes), but now they’re looking to the future.  
Some want to learn to drive and become career drivers (a big deal in Malawi!) 
others want to go to College or University.  We’d like to set up a FE Fund 
(Further Education Fund) to help the particularly gifted become nurses, teachers  

the poverty barrier.   Would you like to help by making a donation? 

Both Play Centres - our gatherings of acutely vulnerable 
babies and young children - are feeding more than 40 kids 
with goats milk and fortified porridge. Many are orphans, 
most are AIDS-affected, all are suffering with malnutrition, 
some are twins and mum, malnourished herself, is unable 
to produce enough milk for two.  We lost several children 
during our absence, from AIDS and malaria, but thankfully, 
most seem to have got through the acute hunger season. 

Many of you will have heard of our 
excitement over the potential of the 
moringa tree.  Nutritionally it’s amazing, it’s leaves contain 
high levels of vitamins, calcium, protein, minerals, and iron, 
and it’s seeds are rich in oil.  It’s allegedly fast growing, 

drought resistant when established and excellent for water purification—no won-
der it’s dubbed “The Miracle Tree”.   
 

Our first attempts at growing it from seed down in our southern Centre suddenly 
crashed after the sorghum around it was harvested. Wandering goats decided 
the tender seedlings were perfect as an appetiser and local children inadvertently 
crushed most of what was left.  We rescued the couple of dozen that escaped, 
cleared the ground, built a fence and bought in two ox-carts of manure (about 
1000kgs).Then we bought 100 new 1mtr moringa cuttings, dug holes, applied 
manure and planted the field again It’s growing well and due to be extended  

AID AFRICA/Open  Hand  Projects’  
new roadside  site in Chiringa  under 
construction , showing  offices, store-
room, Training Hall and Goat Khola 

Our dairy goats were thriving—
we had 10 new kids, 8 of them 
female from our visiting Saanen 
stud, so it was a very exciting time 
in the livestock department. How-
ever, during one awful week we 
lost three kids. We fought to save 
the others, feeding by bottle when 
they were too weak to help  
themselves. Thankfully, the  
symptoms lessened and as we 
left, all were regaining weight.  

We managed to build the new Dairy Unit this trip. It consists of a 
three-bay milking parlour, an office and storeroom. As the female 
goats come out of their khola (goat house) each morning, they’re 
funnelled into one of the bays and tempted with food and nutrient 
supplement to be still as they’re milked.  Passing  through a gate into another 
paddock, collectively they’re taken out for the morning’s grazing. The store 
room will be filled with bags of a special mix prepared from maize bran (the by-
product of milling maize), soya, salt and other additives, bagged, logged and 
packed for use during future months.  As we further develop the site, security 
walls will surround specifically planted grazing land so our dairy herd will have 
access to clean, carefully managed, secure grazing. 

The dairy compound—including khola  
(goat house), milking parlour, storeroom, 

office, and paddocks 

Perhaps the biggest innovation this trip was  
constructing the Training Hall, generously  
donated by IATP (The International  
Agricultural Training Programme). It’s been 
a battle to build. An earlier unfinished      
version collapsed in the rains while we were 
away and it’s been threatened by the new 
road, and rock-blasting locally. But it has 
now been carefully rebuilt hoard of local 

craftsmen, and stands, a key resource for this area, almost finished.    
 

EDUCATION 

MORINGA 

PLAY CENTRES GOATS 

Chifundo and  
the newest 

member of the 
dairy  team ... 

just a few 
hours old! 

Something interesting 
in the storeroom? 

At an  OHP Play Centre 
Meriya, newly orphaned, 

before of cholera 

BUILDING  ... 

Here we will not only offer courses in 
agriculture, manure making, and live-
stock training, but also we expect to use 
it for Skills Development, and as a Youth 
Centre.... and  that’s just for starters! 
Still to build are the chicken kholas, a 
home for the male goats, visitors’  
accommodation and security walls.   
 

Chiringa’s emphasis will be goats milk, 
while Muona’s will be moringa trees, but 
both are heavily nutrition-based 
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We found that in general, the maize harvest was better than last year, but for 
those who were too frail or sick to prepare and plant, the results were meagre. 
It’s only a few months since the annual harvest was gathered in but already 
many of the most vulnerable are hungry again - and some are already coming 
to our office for help. Sadly, we’re seeing young mums, who are too weary and 
undernourished  themselves, to feed their frustrated babies. But at least these  
youngsters are strong enough to cry - even worse is the child who just stares, 
usually an AIDS orphan, sometimes too weak to drink the life-giving goats milk 
in our Play Centres or too sick to eat the enriched porridge we offer.   

Some of the sacks 
of maize stored  to 

feed the             
vulnerable later in 

the year. 

This area has a devastatingly high prevalence of HIV/AIDS - it’s 
estimated that 45% of the adult population is affected. ARV  
treatment is available from the big hospitals, but many lack the 
fare for the crude public transport, or the strength to walk the four 
hours to get there. We help with transport costs, small business 
grants, food and vegetable seeds to improve diet. 

Summer 2009 

by Lynda Mills 

It’s the middle of winter in Malawi, so, the weather was distinctly chilly as we left - 

So what happened during our three month trip? 

LIFE IN  MALAWI 

Water is always a problem in Malawi—either the land is 
eroded and seeds swept away in the torrential annual 
rains, or the dry season loses community water supply, 
placing colossal pressure on the public bore-holes, and 
dirty, infected  rivers and wells. A broken bore-hole  
serving several villages can be life-threatening - especially 
where much of the population is already seriously  
weakened by hunger and disease. 

Joy as water flows at Nailsoni Village bore-hole. It 
had been  broken for 7 months, but now, thanks to 
“Wilmslow Wells”  in partnership with Open Hand 
Projects , it offers clean water locally. 

Another consequence of the AIDS pandemic, and one of our most  frustrating  
challenges in the rural areas, is the major skills shortage. There is little expertise 
anywhere. Veterinary care is sketchy at best, and human healthcare limited.  
Life is hard in Malawi, and funerals all too common. Many are hungry much of  
the time, weakened and frail. A typical family unit we support is an elderly  
grandmother hopelessly trying to feed, clothe and educate a handful of orphans.  

As we consider the results of the three months’ trip, it’s 
amazing to realise that AID AFRICA/Open Hand Projects 
is continuing to affect the lives of so many in the  
impoverished rural communities. Much was achieved in 

 
moringa and vegetable planting, community vegetable  
gardens, and tree nurseries. We were able to help many 
with medical treatment, collecting  their ARV’s (AIDS  
treatment), and emergency food. We funded small  
businesses, built a couple of houses for the frail elderly 
and roofed others, extended our education programme  
in Secondary Schools, and distributed blankets and  
children’s jumpers kindly knitted by our friends in the UK.  

 

This effective work really is a team effort -  

AND FINALLY ..... Open Hand Projects 
is the local working title 

of AID AFRICA and  
transforms thousands of 
lives in the remote rural 

areas of southern Malawi 

We repaired 5 boreholes down in Nasanje.   Helped by 
“Wilmslow Wells”,  we restored clean, local drinking water  
to thousands. The one in Nailsoni village is typical - broken  
7 months, it was causing hardship to several thousand  
people. Women had to walk to the nearest bore-hole over 
an hour away and carry back overflowing buckets on their 
heads. They faced long queues, using great blocks of time 
just harvesting water. Of course this affects their family 
lives, and as they are the main farmers, their food production too. Socially it’s 
isolating, restricting community projects as half of the daylight hours are  
involved in a constant fight for water.    

So what does a repaired bore-hole mean to 
a woman in the bush?  
She has time to care for her family and  
provide relatively stress-free, clean, pure 
water. Cooking, hygiene, and land irrigation 
are all possible, and she has time for social 
interaction and community projects. 

Thanks to the kindness of many of 
our friends in the UK and beyond, 
we’ve bought in over 10 tonnes of 
maize to be stored for distribution 
later in the year, as the predictable 
cycle of hunger accelerates. 

As part of our new Centre, we’re developing a vegetable garden,             
with about a thousand seedlings planted - tomato, mustard,  
                                         chinese cabbage, rape, soya and  
                                         onion - all to benefit those in our target 
                                         group - orphans, the elderly,  
                                         disabled and chronically sick. 

AID AFRICA/OPEN HAND PROJECTS  helps .... 

 Help us help them 

Ask about our  
Gift Scheme & 

 Donation Vouchers 

If you’re able to,   
 please PRAY for the     

 work of AID AFRICA 

 Support  the 
AID AFRICA  

CHARITY SHOP 

Make a Donation 

Leave us a legacy 
in your Will 


